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THESE Mardi 03 Mai 2022 à 15h

par Kyprianos Hadjidemetriou
Institut de Biologie Structurale

Groupe Dynamique et Cinétique des processus moléculaires

Time-resolved serial femtosecond crystallography 
at X-ray free electron lasers to study light-sensitives 

proteins on the ultra-fast time scale

Thèse de Doctorat de la Communauté Université Grenoble Alpes

X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs), as large-scale facilities that produce highly brilliant and short X-ray 
pulses, allow the determination of the structure of fragile proteins to be solved from tiny microcrystals 
using a suite of techniques known as serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX). The goal of this Ph.D. 
work was to examine short-lived intermediates ranging from pico- to microseconds in two light-sensitive 
proteins using time- resolved SFX (TR-SFX) at XFELs. 
The two systems that have been studied were a photoenzyme named fatty acid photodecarboxylase 
(FAP) and a reversible photoswitchable fluorescent protein (RSFP) named rsEGFP2. FAP is one of the 
three enzymes discovered so far whose catalytic activity requires a continuous flux of light. FAP, which 
harbors a FAD cofactor, is involved in the metabolism of lipids in microalgae and catalyzes the decarboxy-
lation of free fatty acids to alkanes or alkenes in response to blue light. RSFPs and thus rsEGFP2 are es-
sential tools in advanced fluorescence microscopy of live cells. They can be repeatedly toggled back and 
forth between a fluorescent (on) and a non-fluorescent (off) state by irradiation with light at two different 
wavelengths. 
This work adds more insights to the understanding of enzymatic catalysis, rational design of proteins im-
proving the application of super-resolution microscopy, and time-resolved structural biology to a broader 
extent.
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